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Module F 

 

  (ספרות)

 



 
 

Alternate answers to all questions may be accepted if suitable. 

 

Part I (35 points) 

 

A. MR. KNOW ALL / Somerset Maugham 

 

1. When the narrator enters his cabin for the first time, he sees Mr. Kelada's 

possessions. Explain what the narrator thinks about one of these possessions. 

One of the following: 

• The narrator doesn't like the look of Mr. Kelada's luggage - it is too big. / There 

are too many labels on Mr. Kelada's suitcases.  

• The narrator doesn't like Mr. Kelada's toilet things. / The narrator doesn't like 

Mr. Kelada's expensive toiletries.  

• The narrator suspects that Mr. Kelada's brush is not clean. 

 

2. After first talking to Mr. Kelada, the narrator says, "King George has many strange 

subjects." What does he mean by this? 

  (iii) Mr. Kelada doesn't look British. 

 

3. How is the narrator's feelings about Mr. Kelada change from the beginning to the 

end of the story? 

Throughout the story the narrator disliked Mr. Kelada. His opinion changed when 

he found the envelope with the hundred dollar bill addressed to Max Kelada. He 

understood that the pearls were real and that Mr. Kelada lost the bet on purpose. 

He saw Kelada in a new light, as a kind man, a real gentleman who had helped a 

woman in distress at the cost of his pride and reputation. Mr. Kelada gained his 

respect. At that moment he did not entirely dislike Mr. Kelada. 

 

4. a.    What do we learn about Mr. Ramsay's character from the story? Give  

  information from the story to support your answer. 

         Thinking skill I chose: Inferring 



 
 

Mr. Ramsay is a very insensitive and stubborn man. The most important 

thing for Mr. Ramsay is to show that Mr. Kelada is wrong and he is right. He 

insists on a bet with Mr. Kelada about his wife's pearls and doesn't pay 

attention to his wife's protest. He doesn't see her distress and fear when 

they are quite clear both to the narrator and to Mr. Kelada. In his unending 

arguments with Mr. Kelada and his insistence on the bet, Mr. Ramsay is 

revealed as a stubborn man who is insensitive to the feelings of others. 

  b. Explain why you chose this skill to answer question 4a.  

    Your answer must refer specifically to the text. 

I chose this HOTS because I had to infer what kind of person Mr. Ramsay is 

from the way he behaves.   

OR: 

5.   a.        While Mr. Kelada is examining the pearls, Mrs. Ramsay's face changes. How  

                     does this affect Mr. Kelada? 

Mr. Kelada knows that the pearls are real and he is about to win the bet. 

But once he sees Mrs. Ramsay's desperate face, he understands that she 

has something to hide. He knows that revealing the truth will probably 

destroy Mrs. Ramsay's marriage. So he decides to lie in order to save her 

marriage, at the cost of losing his own reputation.   

a. How does our opinion of Mrs. Ramsay change at this point in the story? 

Give information from the story to support your answer. 

We lose respect for Mrs. Ramsay once we understand that Mrs. Ramsay is 

not what she seems. She is depicted as a modest and innocent woman, 

however, she was probably unfaithful to her husband and must have had a 

lover in New York who probably gave her the pearls.  

OR: 

B. THE ENEMY / Pearl S. Buck 

6. When Sadao and his wife first find the white man why do they decide not to throw 

him back into the sea? 

iii) He was wounded 

 



 
 

7. Name TWO things that Sadao does to save the white man's life after he brings him 

home. 

 Two of the following: 

• He operates on him. 

• He treats him back to health.  

• He sends him to the little island where he may catch a Korean ship.   

 

8. Why do you think Sadao doesn't want to know any details about the white man?  

The patient is his enemy and he doesn't want to develop any close relationship with 

him that might influence his decision to hand him over.  

9. a. "Stupid Yumi," she [Hana] muttered fiercely. "Is this anything but a man?"  

               What is the importance of the quote to the story?  

 Thinking skill I chose: Inferring 

Sadao and Hana believe that the wounded American is not only their enemy, but 

first of all a human being and therefore must be treated back to health. Hana's 

reaction towards Yumi, who doesn't want to help her, expresses this belief. It is the 

message of the story – even enemies in war must be treated as human beings. 

 

b. Explain why you chose that particular thinking skill to answer question 9a.  

  Your answer must refer specifically to the text. 

I chose inferring because Hana does not tell Yumi explicitly what she believes in and I 

had to infer it from what she said. 

 

OR: 

 

10. a.       Compare and contrast the servants' reaction to the white man to that of  

Hana and Sadao.  

Sadao and Hana bring the American home because they believe that 

although he is an enemy soldier, he must be treated before he is handed 

over to the authorities. As a doctor, Sadao cannot ignore a wounded man. 

He has been trained not to let a man die.  



 
 

The servants, however, do not understand their master's motives and refuse 

to help an enemy. They believe that a person has to be loyal to his country 

first. They are also prejudiced against white people. In addition, they are 

worried that Sadao will be arrested as a traitor.  

b. After he recovers from the operation, the white man says to Sadao, "I 

guess if all the Japs were like you there wouldn't have been a war." What 

do you think he means by this? 

 Sadao saved the white man's life even though he was his enemy. 

By saying this, the white man means that if all Japanese had humanitarian 

values like Sadao, there would not be a war.  

 

 

Part II (35 points) 

 

C. RULES OF THE GAME / Amy Tan 

 

11. "We lived in San Fransico's Chinatown". 

Give TWO things Waverly remembers about her home or neighborhood. 

Two of the following: 

• They lived in a two-bedroom flat (above a small Chinese bakery). 

• She remembers the allies where they played. 

• She remembers making fun of the Caucasian who happened to come to the 

neighborhood. 

• She remembers the different Chinese shops especially the medicinal herb 

shop and the fish market. 

• She remembers market days when her mother used to drag her to the 

market. 

 

12. What advice does Waverly's mother give her about living in America?                    

She tells her she should (-). 

(ii) know the rules of the country 



 
 

 

13. When she sees the chess game for the first time, Waverly thinks: "The chessboard 

seemed to hold elaborate secrets." What secrets about life does Waverly discover 

while playing chess? 

Waverly discovers that in life just as in chess one has to know the rules if one wants 

to be successful. You have to exercise self-control, to withhold knowledge and not to 

reveal your feelings or emotions and to have patience in order to succeed. Waverly 

uses the rules of chess in order to achieve what she wants from her mother. She 

learns to keep her goal in mind from the beginning and to use tactics and strategy. 

For example, she uses what she has learned to get her mother's permission to 

participate in the tournaments.  

 

14. a. "I knew it was a mistake to say anything more, but I heard my voice  

  speaking. "Why do you have to use me to show off?" 

Why is this quote a turning point in the story? Give information from the 

story to support your answer. 

Thinking skill I chose: Inferring 

This is the first time Waverly rebels openly against her mother. She behaves 

more like an American child than a Chinese girl: she is rude, disobedient and 

shames her mother in front of others. While trying to get free of her 

mother's tight grasp (both physically and emotionally), she bumps into an 

old woman. She doesn't apologize or help collect the groceries that spilled 

out of her bag, but leaves her mother to do it and runs away.  

  b. Explain why you chose that particular thinking skill to answer question  

    14a. Your answer must refer specifically to the text. 

I chose this thinking skill because I had to infer why the episode in the 

market serves as a turning point. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

OR: 

15.   a.      At the end of the story Waverly thinks: "In my head, I saw a chessboard  

with sixty four black and white squares…Her [her mother's] black men , 

advanced across the plane, slowly marching to each successive level as a 

single unit. My white pieces screamed as they scurried and fell off the board 

one by one." What can we infer about Waverly's feelings at this point in the 

story? 

Waverly sees her mother as her opponent and feels that her mother has the 

upper hand. She now has to think how to deal with her mother's dominance.  

  

b. How has Waverly's relationship with her mother changed from the 

beginning of the story?  

In the beginning of the story, Waverley accepted her mother's complete control 

over her life and obeyed her (like in the incident of the salted plums). If she 

rebelled it was in an indirect way (like in the incident of the Chinese torture). In 

the end of the story, Waverly sees her mother as her opponent. She rebels 

openly against her. 

  

D.    The Split Cherry Tree / Jesse Stuart  

 

16.    Why didn't the other boys who broke the tree have to stay after school? 

They had the money to pay for the damage they caused to the tree. 

 

17. On the night before Pa comes to school, Dave says, "I studied plane geometry. 

Then I studied my biology lesson. I could hardly study for thinking about Pa."      

Why was Dave so worried? 

 He was afraid his father would confront Prof. Herbert and use violence against him. 

 

 

 



 
 

18. "He is too big to whip," says Professor Herbert, pointing to me. "He's a man in 

size." "He's not too big fer me to whip," says Pa. "They ain't too big until they're 

over twenty-one!" 

What does this quote show us about the differences between Pa's and Herbert's 

approaches to educating children? 

It seems that both Prof. Herbert and Pa believe in punishment. Pa believes that if 

you spare the rod, you spoil the child. He believes in physical punishment. Prof. 

Herbert, on the other hand, believes in other methods that will instill responsibility 

in his students, such as working to pay a fine. He doesn't believe in physical 

punishment. 

 

19.  a.   At the end of the story Pa says,"I ain't got much larnin' myself but I do  

    know right from wrong atter I see through a thing." 

How does Pa's behavior in the story support his description of himself? 

Give information from the story to support your answer. 

Thinking skill I chose: Explaining cause and effect 

Pa is able to change his mind and be convinced when he is presented with 

logical explanations and facts and so he changes his mind about Prof. 

Herbert and about school. For example, he accepts Prof. Herbert's point of 

view about Dave's punishment and stays after school to help him pay his 

debt. He also recognizes the value of the education Dave gets at school. 

         b. Explain why you chose that particular thinking skill to answer question  

    19a. Your answer must refer specifically to the text. 

I used this HOTS because it helped me see how Prof. Herbert's explanations 

helped changed Pa's opinions. 

 

OR: 

20. When Pa arrives at the school, Dave thinks to himself: "I'd never seen Pa in a 

schoolhouse before. I'd seen Prof. Herbert. He's always looked big to me. He didn't 

look big standing beside of Pa." 

a. What is Dave's perspective of his father at this point in the story? 

He sees him as an intimidating and threatening man.  



 
 

b. How does Dave see his father at the end of the story?  

At the end of the story, Dave understands that his father has common sense and 

values he believes in: honesty, paying one's debts and being kind to animals. He 

is less afraid of him and respects him. 

 

Part III (30 points) 

 

21. ALL MY SONS / Arthur Miller 

The play reflects the reality in America as it is shown in the description above. Keller 

is a businessman who profited from the war effort. His son Larry fought and died 

during the war. The anger felt towards the businessmen who made money during 

the war is expressed at the end of the second act by Chris, Keller's other son, who 

doesn't understand how his father could think only about his business when his men 

were dying in the war. Keller, who had no guilt feelings at the beginning of the play, 

feels extremely guilty and kills himself when he finds out that his son, Larry, 

committed suicide because Keller was responsible for the death of 21 pilots. 

 

22. THE WAVE / Morton Rhue 

The information above shows how students were ready to harm others while 

obeying a person in authority. It shows how far people were ready to go in order to 

obey orders. The Novel The Wave shows the same thing. Many students at Gordon 

High accepted Ben Ross's authority without question, followed him blindly and 

obeyed his orders, real or imagined. They intimidated pupils who didn't join the 

Wave and used violence against them. David who is a moral person used violence 

against Laurie, and only then understood that The Wave was harmful and 

dangerous. Only a few of the students were ready to stand up against The Wave, 

such as Laurie who refused to salute when she wanted to enter the stadium, and 

published a condemning article against the movement. 

  


